2013 TOURNAMENT RESULTS
*Tournament was snowed out – Results through Semi-finals*

**Men’s Division Final 4**
- New Mexico State University - #Verified
- Angelo State University – Wolfpac
- UT – Arlington – FSA Mavericks
- Texas Tech University - Ubuntu

**Co-Rec Division Final 4**
- Angelo State University – IM Legends
- Texas Tech University – Center Fold
- Texas Tech University – Super Ca$h
- New Mexico State University - SWAG

**Women’s Division Final 4**
- UANL – Tigers
- Texas State University – Blazers
- UT – San Antonio – Swifcyde Elite
- Baylor University – Average Jane’s

**All-Tournament Officials**
- Dylan Cooke, Texas A&M University
- Gregory Hodges, UT - Austin
- Stuart Lyda, Texas A&M University
- David Maldonado, New Mexico State University